IT'S HEAVEN

CHOREOGRAPHY: JO AND JO CARNEVALE, 169 MARIPOSA, MERCEDES, TX
RECORD: GREEN-14153 OUR WAITZ
DANCE: ROUNDELAB PHASE III WALTZ
FOOTWORK: OPPOSITE, DIRECTIONS FOR M EXCEPT AS NOTED
SEQUENCE: A,B,A,B (1-15), ENDING

INTRO

1-4  (FLY) WAIT; WAIT;  TWL VINE 3; THRU, FC, CL (CP WALL);
1-2  WAIT TWO MEAS IN FLY FCG WALL ;
3-4  SD L, XRB, SD L (W TWIRLS RF R,L,R); THRU R, SD L FC
     PTNR & WALL ASSUMING CP, CL R TO L;

PART A

1-4  CANTER; CANTER; TWISTY VINE 3; FWD, FC, CL (CP WALL);
1-2  SD L LOD, DRAW R TWD L, CL R; SD L LOD, DRAW R TWD L, CL R;
3-4  SD L TWD LOD, XRB (W XLIF), SD L; FWD R, SD L TRNG TO FC
     PTNR & WALL ASSUMING CP, CL R;

5-8  CANTER; CANTER; TWL VINE 3; THRU, FC, CL (CP WALL);
5-6  REPEAT MEAS 1 AND 2 OF PART A ;
7-8  REPEAT MEAS 3 AND 4 OF INTRO ;

9-12 WHISK; WING; TELEMARK SCP; MANUV;
9-10 FWD L, FWD & SD R, XRB (W XRB) TO SCP LOD; FWD R, DRAW L
     TWD R, TCH L TRNG UPPER BODY LF TO SCAR (W FWD L START TO
     XIF OF M TRNG LF, FWD R CONT TRNG LF SLIGHTLY, FWD L);
11-12 FWD L BEGIN LF TRN, SD R CONT TRN, SD & FWD L TO SCP DLW
     (W BK R,CL L WITH HEEL TRN,FWD R); THRU R TRNG RF TO CP RLOD,
     SD L, CL R;

13-16 SPIN TURN; BACK,SD,CL TO SCAR; CRS HVR TO SCP; THRU, FC, CL;
13-14 BK L PVTG RF, FWD R TO LOD RISING, REC L (CP LOD); BK R,SD L,
     CL R TO SCAR DLW;
15-16 CROSS L IN FRONT OF R (W XRB), SD R SLIGHTLY RISING
     AND TRNG, REC L TO SCP LOD; REPEAT MEAS 4 OF INTRO;

PART B

1-4  FWD TO OP & PT; SPIN MANUV; IMPETUS SCP; PKUP, SD, CL;
1-2  TRNG LF FWD L TO OP LOD, PT R, HOLD; FWD R TRNG RF TO
     CP RLOD, SD L, CL R (W SPIN LF L,R,L);
3-4  BK L BEGIN RF TRN, CONT TRN CL R WITH HEEL TRN, FWD L
     TO SCP DLW (W FWD R PVTG 1/2 RF, FWD L AROUND M BRUSH R TO L,
     FWD R); FWD R PKUP W TO CP DLC, SD L, CL R;

5-8  TWO LEFT TRNS TO CP WALL; VINE 3 TO SCP; CHAIR, REC, TCH;
5-6  FWD L TRNG LF,SD R CONT TRN,CL L; BK R TRNG LF, SD L CONT TRN,
     CL R TO CP WALL;
7-8  SD L, XRB, SD L TOSCP LOD; LUNGE THRU R, REC L, TCH R;
9-12 THRU, CHASSE, TO SCP; THRU, CHASSE, TO BJO; FWD, FWD/LK, FWD;
     MANUV;
9-10 THRU R, SD L, CL R TO L,SD & FWD L TO SCP; THRU R, SD L/CL R TO
     L, SD L TO BJO DLW (W SD R TRNG LF TO BJO);
11-12 FWD R, FWD L/LK RIB OF L,FWD L; FWD R TRNG RF TO CP RLOD, SD L,
     CL R;

13-16 IMPETUS SCP; WING; TELEMARK SCP; THRU, FC, CL (CP WALL);
13-14 REPEAT MEAS 3 OF PART B; REPEAT MEAS 10 OF PART A .
15-16 REPEAT MEAS 11 OF PART A; REPEAT MEAS 4 OF INTRO;
     (NOTE: SECOND TIME THRU PART B OMIT MEAS 16 AND GO TO ENDING)

ENDING

1-2  THRU, TWISTY VINE, 2, 3, 4, HOLD;
1-2  THRU R, SD L (W FWD R), XRB (W FWD L); SD L, XLIF, HOLD;